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Domidar Xando

Domidar Xando is a Active Player Character played by iaincarter.

Domidar Xando

Species & Gender: Male Human 1)

Organization: ISS Sobek
Occupation: Independent Cargomaster

Rank: Civilian
Current Placement: ISS Sobek

Orders: N/A
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Physical Description

Domidar is a well-built, stocky human in his late thirties who appears slightly worn down by life 2).
He carries some body fat with a small paunch, but is only barely overweight. Standing at 1.88m (6ft
2in) tall, Domidar masses at an average of 89kg (196 lbs).

Possessing a duskier skintone than the average spacer, Domidar has short wirey black hair, with
hints of grey coming in, that has so far proven immune to every attempt to straighten out that
hasn't involved upending a can of grease on it beforehand. Tends to keep himself well groomed all
over when time allows.

Domidar has normal, balanced eyes of a warm brown colour and although a little larger than the
average, his ears are human-normal.

Domidar prefers a lightly-applied exotic, smoky scent of ginger, cinnamon and leather. His voice is
deep and gravelly, but not unpleasantly so.

Personality

Although he has his grumpy days, Domidar is generally cheerful, optimistic, good-natured and
energetic. He rarely gets stressed by situations and prefers to just go with the flow in the moment.
He tends to be flexible, open and adaptable to new situations. Domidar isn't afraid to take a risk
and get his hands dirty when appropriate.

Domidar can be stubborn and set-in-his-ways, especially when there isn't a sufficient cause to
change. He can be blunt with his honesty, which can come across as being insensitive or rude on
occasion. As something of an introvert, Domidar tends to keep his personal matters personal and
will usually prefer silence to small talk. Enjoying novelty and new challenges, Domidar can become
easily bored with monotonous repetition of tasks.

Domidar is not a fan of long-term commitment, preferring short-to-mid term contracts and
agreements. He also doesn't always correctly understand the emotions of those around him,
meaning he sometimes pushes the boundaries of those around him. Domidar is loyal to his friends,
its just sometimes a bit of a challenge to earn membership in that elite group.

Goals

Domidar is interested in new experiences and doesn't tend to make long-term plans. As such, he doesn't
exactly have any personal goals. Instead, he focuses on putting as much into his current activity as
possible:

As crew of the ISS Sobek, Domidar is determined to do everything he can to support the ship's
continuing activity and profitability

As Cargomaster of the ISS Sobek, Domidar takes personal responsibility for the safe storage and
transfer of cargo
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Now heading towards his mid-age, Domidar is starting to consider the advisability and possibility of
mating and contributing to the next generation

Likes & Dislikes

Domidar is a being who enjoys the feeling of being free. He therefore has some less-than-positive
feelings regarding slavery, although indentured labour is acceptable providing there is sufficient
protection for the workers.

Likes

The Independent Spacer Lifestyle
Old cargo ships with personalities and quirks
Boxing
Tinkering
Cities & Industrial zones
Pride of Xando (although not all of the people aboard it)
Cargo-Handling and Load Balancing
Lorath Electronic Dance & Rock music
Stouts & Dark Ales
Coffee

Dislikes

Slavery
Pirates
Nepotism
Admin & Paperwork
Nature/wildlife/open areas
Being bored
Synththrash music
Smoking
The smell of lavender
Weak-flavoured drinks like tea

History

Domidar was born 07日 07月 07 onboard the 'Pride of Xando', the Sojourner-Class Medium Cargo
Transport owned and operated by Domidar's family. The presence of diluted ID-SOL genetics was enough
to grant Domidar complete defence against the Great Plague of YE 08, although many of his immediate
family members were not so fortunate. The grief at the loss of his mother and sisters drove his father to
fall more deeply into his work. Not that Domidar was old enough to notice the difference, especially with
the way the few remaining adults aboard essentially adopted the few orphaned children into their care.
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For the first sixteen years of his life, Dominar grew up on the 'Pride of Xando', learning how to be a
spacer. His general size, stockiness and strength saw him excelling at the more physically laborious
of tasks. It was discovered early on that he didn't deal well with roles that allowed his mind time to
wander as Domidar would quickly become bored and irritable.

On the day after his 16th birthday in YE 23, Domidar was abruptly kicked off the ship by his father
to 'experience life'. He would spend six months working a variety of unskilled dockside jobs to
make ends meet before the 'Pride' would return. It might have meant the end of any remaining
personal relationship between them, but Domidar would later admit that the experience had
massively toughened him up.

Spent the next eight years working aboard the 'Pride', eventually rising to third officer. When father
retired, turned over ship to Domidar's uncle who promptly flexed his nepotism and promoted his
less-experienced cousins above him. Put up with the altered circumstances until the end of YE 30
before he was forced to leave the ship once more.

Fortunately a friend of his father took a chance on him and Domidar spent the years YE 31 through
to mid YE 35 working aboard the 'Freedom of the Aether', a Courier, type 2a transport ship. When
the ship took on a lucrative, long-term supply contract for several new frontier colonies opened
after the end of the Second Mishhuvurthyar War, Domidar was forced to seek his adventures
elsewhere.

Promised a cargomaster role aboard the 'Resplendent Beauty of the Bountiful Harvest' a Nougaku-
Class Agriculture Vessel when the current one retired at the end of his current contract, Domidar
took a short-term contract to work as cargo-chief for a company operating several Starliner's. While
not terribly satisfying work on a professional level, it did afford Domidar the opportunity to visit a
lot of different locations that he had never seen before.

Domidar served aboard the 'Resplendent Beauty' for eight years, from YE 36 through to YE 44. The
ship survived the whole of the Kuvexian War without serious incident. Unfortunately, the ship's luck
ran out and it suffered through a harsh pirate attack that resulted in massive damage and loss of
life in the latter half of YE 44. Domidar would take several months recovering from injuries
sustained in the attack, stubbornly refusing medical advice to just upgrade to a more robust
bioengineered human platform.

YE 45

Fully recovered from his injuries sustained the year before, Domidar began seeking new employment
that would get him out amongst the stars once more. His search would take him to Sood Zadra where
Domidar would be employed by Captain Lenna Fuji to work aboard the ISS Sobek as her Cargomaster.

Shigatsu

With the Sobek due to head out to HX-17 on a cargo mission, the crew gathered in the galley for a
briefing.
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Skills Learned

Cargo Handling - Being the ship duty that best makes use of his size, bulk and strength, this has
been what Domidar has been doing for most of his working life. He is heavily experienced with
shifting cargo, load-balancing and dealing with special procedures and equipment for more delicate
cargoes.

Communications - Having been exposed to many species over his time in space, Domidar is able to
speak many languages, although most are limited to pure basics such as 'hello', 'where is the
nearest toilet' and 'do you speak Trade?' He is also fairly adept at reading body language and facial
cues. Technically, he is able to utilise the standard communication systems found aboard most
civilian starships and vehicles.

Fighting - Not a stranger to bar fights or dealing with hostile boarders, Domidar is experienced in
improvised, close-quarters fighting. He also enjoys boxing and is no stranger to the pistol and
shotgun style of personal weaponry found aboard civilian vessels.

Maintenance & Repair - You don't spend the vast majority of your life aboard starships and not pick
up the skills required to keep said ships flying. Accordingly, Domidar is familiar and experienced
with common maintenance and repair techniques and the equipment used.

Mathematics - As part of ship-life, Domidar knows enough mathematics to handle ship accounts,
mass balancing equations and perform basic ship operations.

Starship Operation - Domidar is qualified to work most stations on a civilian ship bridge, as well as
pilot most civilian shuttles and small craft.

Vehicle Operation - As a necessary part of his cargo handling role has involved moving cargo from
the ship to off the ship, Domidar is intimately familiar with the operation of a variety of cargo-
handling vehicles, from forklifts to cranes to flatbed haulers.

Hobbies & Interests

Listening to Lorath electronic dance & rock music
Tinkering with broken parts and knick-knack's
Drinking with crew-mates/independent spacers
Boxing

Social Connections

Domidar is currently connected to:

Immediate Family:
Eris Xando, female cousin and daughter of the current captain of the Pride of Xando. Only
member of the family to apologise for how Domidar was treated when his Uncle took
command of the family ship. While not an active crewmember anymore, Eris keeps Domidar
updated on the family news and was in fact the only reason he even knew his father had died
in YE 37. When he can, Domidar likes to send small keepsakes and toys to Eris for her to
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distribute to the children of the family.

Domidar is potentially connected to:

The owners/captain/crew of the following vessels:
'Pride of Xando', a Sojourner-Class Medium Cargo Transport owned and operated by the
Xando family.
'Freedom of the Aether', a Courier, type 2a transport ship
'Resplendent Beauty of the Bountiful Harvest' a Nougaku-Class Agriculture Vessel, destroyed
by pirates in YE 44

Inventory & Finance

Domidar has the following equipment:

Duty Outfit

1 Web Belt, military surplus, desert tan
1 pair UMC Utility Glove, tan
1 Reflective Safety Vest
1 EM-G4-2 Filter Mask (Advanced), black
1 Load Weight Reduction Device
1 EM-G8 Type 33 Datapad, grey

1 pair Combat Boots, black
3 Coveralls, orange/yellow
3 Pants (Trousers), black
5 T-Shirt, various colour/designs

Safety Gear

1 Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES), military surplus, blue & white

Off-Duty Outfit

1 Cowboy Hat, tan & light brown
3 shirts, button-up, dark red
2 Pants (Trousers), tan
1 pair Boots, leather, brown
1 long duster, leather, brown
1 EM-G11 "Explorer" Field Communicator, black
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Underwear

5 pair Socks, heavy duty, black
5 Underwear, boxer briefs, black

Other

1 Duffel Bag
2 Star Army Towel, Type 40, military surplus
assorted toiletries
1 bottle aftershave

Weaponry

1 Styrling Shot 12 Pump-Action Shotgun
1 Box of 45 rounds (12 gauge buckshot)
1 Shell Pouch, Black (Belt-Mounted)

1 Zen Armaments .357 Pistol
4 Magazines (15 round capacity)
1 Box 120 Rounds (Zen Armaments .357 SMG)
1 Brown Leather Holster (Hip-Mounted, 1 magazine capacity)
1 Magazine Pouch (Belt-Mounted, 3 magazine capacity)

Domidar has the following personal property:

A framed picture of his immediate family, taken at the end of YE 07.
A pair of boxing gloves given to him by his father when he first took up the sport
Digital storage with a wide selection of Lorathian electronic dance and rock music

The Financial Assets of Domidar:

Current bank balance of: 5 KS 3)

Current income of: TBD KS/month - ISS Sobek, Cargomaster

From Halloween Salvage Giveaway 2023 : 1. Crate of Lorath Missile Warheads - Plasma 2. Starship
controls from pilot station 3. Two robot rappers with stereo equipment who use their AI to write hip-hop
verses (“bars”) about your character's actions, and follow you around using their shots of you to make
music videos about how badass you are. May make it difficult to hide as they follow you around blasting
808 bass beats, sound fx of guys going “HEY” and high-pitched synth lines. They don't eat, smoke, or
drink but seem to always possess marijuana because it's part of their branding. Once every 4 hours they
can be commanded to perform ULTRA BASS which can disable enemies with super loud, strong bass
waves. May result in hearing loss. They can use guns if they really need to.
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OOC Information

This page was created by iaincarter on the 16th of May, 2023 at 20:23.

In the case iaincarter becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Domidar Xando
Character Owner iaincarter
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location Sood Zadra
Plots ISS Sobek plot
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…

1)

Not purely human, 1/8th ID-SOL and other near-human genetics present
2)

Picture a combination of Raul Julia and Aaron Douglas
3)

Starting 3000 KS minus cost of equipment @ 2995 KS
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